
SHINE
A Captivating Collection Of Tiles, Artfully Inspired 
By The Raw And Authentic Essence Of Soft Slate Stone. 



 INTRODUCTION

Studio Shine series, a collection
of glazed porcelain tiles, takes its
inspiration from the smooth
elegance of Soft Slate stone.

Drawing inspiration from the
natural essence of slate, this
collection introduces a 
sophisticated porcelain stoneware 
that rejects artificial solutions in
favor of exhibiting the results of
extensive creative research through
coordinated indoor and outdoor
surfaces.

The new surface of the Shine series
reveals a dynamic graphic vitality,
precise chromatic control, and
carefully studied metamorphic
features, all harmoniously balanced
and, above all, authentic. 

With a Structured R10 and 
Lappato surface, featuring 12
distinct faces, this series adds a
layer of depth and character to
its overall aesthetic.  
 

Available in a wide spectrum
of colors, including Bianco,
Beige, Perla, Moon, Cenere, and
Anthracite, the Shine series
offers 3 formats – 60x60cm, 
30x60cm, and 30x30cm,
ensuring its adaptability for
use on floors, walls, and as a
feature element.

The tile also boasts a low water
absorption rate of less than 0.5%,
making it particularly suitable for
spaces with elevated moisture
levels.
 
Each module within the Shine
series evokes unique sensations, 
showcasing the material’s 
exquisite softness and revealing
the mineral features and delicate
characteristics reminiscent of
split stone. 
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shine bianco
The exquisite white veinal lines on Shine Bianco gracefully meander through
the spaces, not only creating an expansive visual effect but also bestowing

 a sense of refined elegance and smooth sophistication. 
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Shine Bianco beautifully captures and reflects light in an alluring manner,
imparting a luxurious aesthetic to your space.



shine beige
 Shine Beige, defined by its cream veinal lines, exudes a feeling of soft luxury,

presenting itself as a subtle yet modern color choice.
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Despite being a neutral color, its distinctive cream veinal lines ensure that
it stands out, creating a captivating multi-dimensional effect. 



shine perla
Shine Perla captivates with its enchanting light grey hue, reminiscent 

of the delicate luster of pearls. 
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Shine Perla, with its luminous essence, effortlessly elevates the luminosity of your space,
crafting an atmosphere that feels not just bright but refreshingly airy and invigorating. 



shine moon
Shine Moon unveils a truly distinctive shade of grey, infused with

subtle warm brown tones, exuding a unique blend that
radiates both warmth and a modern allure.
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Indecisive between a warm, cozy ambiance and a modern aesthetic? Look no further — 
Shine Moon is your ideal choice, seamlessly bridging the gap between both styles.  



shine cenere
Shine Cenere’s muted elegance allows other design elements to 

shine while maintaining a cohesive aesthetic.
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Shine Cenere exudes a quiet confidence, creating an atmosphere of serenity. 



shine anthracite
Shine Anthracite introduces a touch of opulence to your spaces,

establishing an elegant focal point that captures attention.
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Shine Anthracite not only imparts a sleek and modern appearance but also proves
to be ideal for high-traffic areas where durability and resilience are essential. 



11 0.99 21 53.46 1150 54

4 1.44 30 57.60 1220 40

8 1.44 30 57.60 1220 40

9.2 mm60x60CM MATT TILES THICKNESS
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